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Find the best product for you! All products and accessories A-Z Images are not available forColour: Home Family Handyman A new generation of consumer-level HVLP spray paint has arrived on the market. In this review learn how they work and what our editors think of them. By DIY experts of The
Family Handyman MagazineYou can also like: TBDSmall spray paintYou here at The Handyman Family have used small paint sprays in the past with limited success, so we wonder whether the current batch is an improvement. We decided to test some to find out the best spray paint. We focus on small
aerosols under $200 that can spray rubber paint and other water-based finishes. A quick survey of available aerosols showed two types: air aerosols with a small built-in pump, and high-volume, low-pressure (HVLP) spray based on a turbine type vacuum cleaner. In the past, most portable aerosols were
air-empty. They are often nicknamed buzz guns for the loud buzzing noise generated by the pump. Recently, however, many consumer-level HVLP sprays have become available, and we decided to focus our efforts on this group. Unlike air aerosols, most HVLP aerosols in this price range cannot shoot
rubber paint without compression. However, they have a few advantages that we think make them worth considering. First, they're quieter and the noise they make is less annoying —more like a vacuum cleaner. Plus, they put more ends into the project and less into the air, which is better in many ways.
And finally, the good ones apply a very good and controllable finish that allows beginners to successfully complete furniture, cabinets and furniture. The features we like in the sprayer Tight sprayers Our test subject shows a big change in spray samples. Paint aerosols are less expensive with smaller
turbines and plastic nozzles that create a pattern that is spread out with large fog and paint edges. At the other end of the spectrum, the Graco electric paint spray creates very fine paint particles in a tight spray pattern with minimal spraying beyond the edges, allowing you to get an ultrafine finish with
good control. No need to diluteThe PaintREADY and PaintREADY Wagner systems can both spray unc laced pus, but the result finish has a little texture. We cheated on the recommended viscosity for graco and rockler sprayers and were able to spray pus unfrogging them. We suspect this is due to the
stronger turbines and good quality needles and head sets on these two aerosols. Brass needles and tip setsThe spray paint produces the best finishes that already have a copper needle and nozzle, like pro-grade HVLP sprayers. These tips are removable for easy cleaning and can be replaced if they are
worn out. Rockler electric sprayer consists of two different size needles and tips for efficiency thicker and thinner material. You can order other tips for graco spray from Graco.Instant spray adjustable model All spray guns have a shield on the head that can be adjusted to spray a vertical stripe, horizontal
stripe or circular pattern. Some require you to loosen a large grain before adjusting the pattern, and you end up with paint on your hands in the process. The Graco gun has a lever that you just push from side to side to change the pattern. It's easy and stupid. The Wagner PaintREADY gun also has an
easy-to-use spray pattern regulator. Easy flow control All spray guns have adjustable flow control to change the amount of material sprayed. Most have threaded stops near the trigger that you turn on or off. This limits the activation movement and changes the position of the needle compared to the
nozzle, basically changing the size of the open nozzle. The Black &amp; Decker spray gun has an adjustable knob where the tube enters the gun. This knob is easy to rotate and the index chart shows settings. The Graco gun has a nice thumbscrew regulator. The thick or thin spray optionWagner allows
you to spray nonthinned rubber and thinner material by providing two front ends in its PaintREADY system. all the other aerosols we tested spray paint thin only, although the Rockler electric sprayer consists of two needles and tips so that you can optimize the spray model for thicker or thinner material.
Manufacturers require all kinds of features, but these are the ones we think are most important. Besides the features we mention, you may see a statement about easy cleaning or additional adjustments. The truth is that all these aerosols require disassembly for thorough cleaning, and the only
adjustments you really need are for spray samples and paint lines. A powerful turbine While air aerosols are rated by how many gallons per hour they can spray, HVLPs are often judged by the turbine's power. The theory is that the higher the power, the more pressure the turbine generates. and higher
pressure allows better spraying of paint and allows spraying more viscous (thicker) materials. Capacity is only part of the equation to find the best paint spray, but in general, more is better. Rockler turbines are rated at 1,000 watts, with the Wagner PaintREADY System turbine second with 540 watts. All
these HVLP aerosols include dilution instructions and a viscous cup to help determine the appropriate amount of solvent - in our case, water - to add. We start by thinning a few gallons of water-based paint enough to meet each aerosol manufacturer's recommendations so that we can compare the
aerosols with the same viscosity of the paint. Then we spray a strip of paint for eight seconds with the nozzle holding 1 ft. from the surface. We compare coverage, spray models and paint beads This gave us a good idea of the performance of each aerosol. Next, we practiced on wall and door panel
raised to get some practical experience. Finally, we compared features and components. Read on to see what we found out. HVLP Sprayer ReviewsGRACO Spraystation 2900 HV2900Power and costGraco, which have been producing professional sprayers for decades, have ventured into the consumer
market with this HVLP aerosol. And you can say graco has experience making aerosols. The spray pattern is also contained with very little spatter. The paint coverage is great, and the paint grain size is small enough for smooth finishing. Features we like include the spray model adjustment lever on the
front of the gun, a professional-style metal nozzle and onboard gun and tube storage. Graco includes a DVD with a manual gun. This aerosol received a high score on the quality of the spray and well-planned features. Wagner PaintREADY System 0529003Power and CostWagner's PaintREADY System
consist of a separate turbine and tube, and the front two heads shoot into the spray gun handle, allowing you to spray thick and thin materials efficiently. The additional pressure provided by the independent 540 watt turbine provides a slightly better spray quality than you get from aerosols with onboard
turbines. This Wagner sprayer is a good choice for maximum flexibility, but the good finishing spray still doesn't compete with the finishing quality of Graco or Rockler.WAGNER Control Spray Double Duty 0518050Power and costWagner have a long history of making small aerosols, consumer supplies
and offers multiple models of both air sprayers and HVLP. This HVLP aerosol with built-in turbine is a solid active substance that can apply a better-than-average finish with the material properly thinned. This two-task model consists of a larger material cup, 1-1/2-qt. for larger exterior projects. If you don't
want to spend more than $100 on a Wagner paint spray, we think this is a good option. WAGNER PaintREADY Sprayer 0529002Power and costThe PaintREADY sprayer (available through our affiliate program with Amazon) are the only HVLP sprays in this group that are intended for use with unthinned
rubber paint. And Wagner acknowledged that the paint particles are not as good as the particles from other aerosols, resulting in a textured paint surface. Our tests have confirmed that this aerosol can handle non-tested rubber paint and the paint surface has a little texture when dry. This spray will work
well for external projects where a nice finish is not necessary. But we will not recommend it for spraying furniture, cabinets or furniture. This is a good aerosol for its intended use, but if you want more flexibility, consider spending a little more money on PaintREADY HVLP Spray Gun Set HVLP-1000Power
and costThe Rockler sprayer (available through our program with Amazon) does not include any fancy features, just a powerful turbine and a pointless spray gun with a professional style metal tip. After Graco, this aerosol adopts the best spray model with even coverage and a limited model. This is the
only aerosol in our test that includes a choice of two heads and a needle set for spraying thick or thin material. Stronger turbines allow us to use thicker paint with this aerosol. BLACK &amp; DECKER Smartselect HVLP W. Floor Turbine BDPH400Power and costThis sprayer applied the least amount of
paint among the sprayers tested. But this does not mean that it is a bad aerosol, just that it will take a little longer to apply the same amount of paint. The rotating knob located on the back of the gun makes it easier to adjust the paint flow than most other models we have tried. This gun is not our first
choice, but it will work great for small projects. If you have never used it, you will be amazed at how easy it is to control the HVLP aerosol. The turbine sounds like a vacuum cleaner and blows a stream of low-pressure air that puts just enough pressure on the paint in the container to push some up into
the air flowing through the gun. There it is broken by the nozzle and blows to the surface. Consumer-level HVLP turbines like those we're looking at in this article lack the power to do a great job with unthinned latex. So the first thing you need to do if you are using water-based paint is to thin it. each
aerosol consists of a funnel-like viscoss <1> cup for this purpose. To use it, you fill the cup and how long it takes for the paint to run out through the channels. You thin the paint until it runs out within the specified time period. Filter the thin paint through a mesh filter and fill the paint container to start. A
problem we discovered when using thin paint in HVLP aerosols is that it is easy to apply too much paint, which leads to running. The plan to apply some thinner coats is one or two layers thick. also read the manual for tips on setup, spraying techniques and cleaning procedures. With a little practice, we
are sure you will be able to master an HVLP and apply a professional looking finish on furniture, cabinets and furniture. The best air spray is a good choice for outdoor workWagner Model 0525032Wagner makes several versions of portable air aerosols. Power Painter Max is shown here (available
through our affiliate program with Amazon) including a flexible paint pickup tube so you can spray at any angle, pump two speeds and converter and tube so you can spray from a paint box instead of the enclosed paint box. Ryobi Model P650K In addition to being powered by an 18 volt lithium ion battery,
this Ryobi air aerosol (P650K) (available through the affiliate program us with Amazon) including a reversible professional style Tips allow you to delete the clogged head easily by twisting the head 180 degrees. As the name titled, these aerosols do not rely on an airflow to push the paint. Instead, the
paint is drawn into a small cylinder and pressed under high pressure by a piston. The piston pumps are what make the guns noisy. Because there is no air, a lot of paint comes out of the nozzle. The high pressure generated by the pump allows the rubber spray gun not to burn, but it also produces a lot of
dust particles that are over-painted and smooth in the air. That is why these aerosols are better for outdoor use or new construction, where the paint dust is too high and smooth is not such a problem. Air aerosols can be a bit difficult because the piston must be kept clean and lubricated, and the nozzle
can clog easily. If you are willing to spend a little more money, there are two portable air aerosols on the market that include professionally reversible nozzles. Ryobi (shown) and Graco TrueCoat aerosol both have tips that you can shoot 180 degrees to blow out clogs. The Graco model also allows you to
exchange tips for different spray patterns. But these aerosols cost between $180 and $200, which is higher than average. If you do not mind the noise, it is necessary to paint a large surface quickly, and do not want to mess with thin paint, then an airless aerosol is a good choice. For less overspray and
better finishes on interior projects, HVLP is a better option. Choice.
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